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TAKE YOUR FLEET FURTHER
Textron Fleet Management offers state of the art fleet management and GPS 
solutions for every course! Chose from three systems that are customisable 
based on the needs of your facility, with feature packages ranging from 
text-based systems to custom course graphics with 3D flyovers.
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Unique Solutions for Any Club
TFM comes in 3 versions

   TKV 10EX - 10.1” Screen
   TKV 7EX - 7” Screen
   TKV 7 - 7” Screen

All three versions feature weather-proof full colour screens, text & graphics that are easy to 
read in any light, a built in battery and receive automatic software updates.

The TKV 10EX & 7EX both come with extra functionality, including enhanced HD hole graph-
ics, on-screen pro tips, digital scorecards and tournament management. You can also configure 
the system to show distances to the pin & marked hazards, and have the option to take food 
and beverage orders remotely.





On Course Mobile Marshalling from Any Device

Utilisation & Pace Reports
Textron Fleet Management is completely web-based, 
which makes it accessible from anywhere, at anytime 
and on any device. The system shows the status of all 
your tracked vehicles in real time, including battery 
level, pace and allows you to message vehicles.

The system allows you to view historic trails for any 
vehicle, lock vehicles automatically should they stray 
outside the geofence as well as viewing advanced 
pace of play and vehicle utilisation reports.

TFM allows you to distribute the monitoring 
and control of your vehicles to management, 
course marshals and golf pros.

All mobile devices have a full suite of vehicle 
and game management features. All web 
based and not requiring specific apps so it 
will work on any device so you can:

      Track slow pace
      Geofence violations
      Receive food and beverage orders
      Manage car-path rules
      Communicate with golfers on the
      course
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Unique Geofence View
To help your golfers avoid going outside of 
the course limits, the Geofence boundaries 
can be clearly displayed on screen.

Utilising this setting reduces the need to 
message, alert or lock a car. It also helps 
improve player experience as they know the 
course boundaries.

On Course Food & Beverage Ordering
The TKV 10EX and 7EX both allow golfers to place orders for food and drinks. Increase your sales with timed 
messages that prompt golfers, and a straight forward user module gives you the ability to develop a menu.

Instantly see incoming orders or requests for your beverage cart. All viewable on any of the clubs tablets or 
mobile phone.
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Tournament Management

Golf Genius
TFM allows you to have Golf Genius Software as an 
option for managing tournaments, club 
championships or corporate & charity events, giving 
the organisers various game options.

When using Golf Genius with TFM there are also 
multiple format options available, so you can run 
leagues featuring live scoring from a mobile app, a 
custom league website and optimised pairings. 

Golf Genius has a broad array of formats available to 
keep your tournaments fresh & exciting!

ViPer (Vision Perfect) 
ViPer gives you all the tools you need to significantly 
reduce your tournament prep time and enjoy more 
time on the course. ViPer gives you unlimited scoring 
formats, side games and events within events!

You’re also able to broadcast video leader boards, 
start boards and scoreboards to any video device 
including TVs and projectors with no complex wiring.

Uploading the final results to your website is as easy 
as ticking a checkbox within the management screen.
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Display Warnings and Car Look Ahead

Speed Enforcement

Prioritise Individual Vehicles

Emailed or Printed Scorecards

Survey & Message Acknowledgement

Latest Features & Improvements

TFM automatically alerts golfers to the presence of 
golf buggies ahead of them, which are also fitted with 
TFM, on the same hole.

This means that a players shot is less likely to be 
disturbed and also less chance of hitting other golfers 
or golf buggies.

Improve the overall safety of your course and help 
protect your assets by having clearly marked 
low-speed areas.

This speed enforcement is part of the geofencing and 
different areas such as crossings or bridges can have 
their own limits.

If you have a VIP attending or a golfer with a disability, 
you're able to mark their vehicles for particular 
attention.

This can not only allow them preferential treatment, 
but can also help you monitor their round in case they 
need extra space or in case of an emergency.

This feature lets golfers email their scorecards to 
themselves, so they can keep a log of their perfor-
mances and see their improvement over time. Alter-
natively you can allow your members to have theirs 
printed and collected once they've finished the round.

Your golfers are able to answer short surveys, and 
respond to individual or automated messages via the 
systems intuitive touchscreen.
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Car Management & Geofencing
Vehicle travel history    
Geofencing and car shutdown    
Automatically scheduled vehicle lockdown    
Historic usage and pace of play reports    
Customisable pace schedules    
Golf Car Unit
Extended Warranty and Service    
Built-in Internal Battery    
Automatic Software Updates    
High resolution, weather-proof, touch-screen display 7” 7” 10.1”

Simple text-only yardage for the golfer    
On-course Communication & Messaging
On-cart pace status and automatic golfer warnings!    
Distances to front/center/back of green    
Custom staging screens    
Multi-media advertising    
Two-way real-time messaging with golfers    
Access to app library    
Real-time Car Tracking & Fleet Management
Real-time vehicle location and travel    
Real-time geofence alerts at clubhouse    
Real-time pace monitoring at clubhouse    
Staging lockdown    
Remote vehicle lockdown    
@Enhanced Golfer Experience
Enhanced HD hole graphics   
On-screen pro tips   
Digital scorecard   
Yardage to pin  
Pin placement rotation schedules  
Distances to marked hazards  
Interactive touch-screen distances to golfer selected points  
3D hole �yovers with full-screen HD video  
Food & beverage menus and ordering  
Tournament management   *   * 

*Additional fees apply
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